00:20:34 Becky English: Discussion Forums and recordings can be found here:
https://network.asa3.org/page/DivingDeeper

00:24:50 Ken Touryan: Greetings from rainy Denver...glad we are not boiling in 100 plus temperatures:
Ken Touryan

00:25:24 Judith Toronchuk: Hi Ken, Greetings from sunny Vancouver

00:25:51 Kyle Cudworth: we could use some of your rain here in Wisconsin - bad drought is hurting the farms

00:31:40 Anikó Albert: Hi all from Maryland - sunny this very moment, but our daily summer thunderstorm could arrive any time...

00:32:20 Christina Dokter: Hello from Atlanta area - Lake Lanier, the haunted lake.

00:33:24 Debra Schwinn: Hello from Palm Beach Atlantic University in West Palm Beach, FL where it is both hot and rainy today. Very tropical.... :-)

00:48:53 Dana Oleskiewicz (she/her): Hello from Rwanda, Africa.

00:51:40 Arnold & Valerie Sikkema: Greetings from Langley, BC!

01:10:29 John Wood: Thanks Bob for the reminder on the "Together" theme. To that end, Bob is the most recent Canadian to be elected to the board of the ASA. Judy Toronchuk has also held that role. Both Bob and Judy have been on the CSCA Executive Council as well. So there are many close links to celebrate between the CSCA and the ASA.

01:11:05 Bob Geddes: Reacted to "Thanks Bob for the r..." with

01:11:50 Dana Oleskiewicz (she/her): Reacted to "Thanks Bob for the r..." with

01:20:55 Janel Curry: Who decides our identity? Great question! We need more work on issues related to identity.

01:21:15 Janel Curry: And is it individual or communal?

01:21:24 Angela Kantola: Reacted to "And is it individual..." with

01:22:12 Robert Mann: Both very good questions Janet! We claim to search for truth — what is the role of self-identification in that search?

01:22:23 Angela Kantola: Reacted to "Both very good quest..." with

01:23:22 Dana Oleskiewicz (she/her): Reacted to "Both very good quest..." with

01:23:49 Tom: Self Identification: "Fist unto thyself be true."

01:25:12 Becky English: If you are unable to attend in person, you can purchase a pass to attend virtually!

01:25:22 Dana Oleskiewicz (she/her): Reacted to "If you are unable to..." with

01:25:39 Becky English: https://network.asa3.org/mpage/asa-2023-virtual

01:26:01 Bob Geddes: Reacted to "If you are unable to..." with

01:26:10 Becky English: https://network.asa3.org/page/DivingDeeper

01:26:28 terrydefoe: I will attend virtually. Thanks for this option